T H E P L AY B O O K
How to Advance Accounts Payable,
Maximize Savings, & Change the Game.

The Accounts Payable
playing field is highly
competitive.

Grab a helmet.

These 5 trends are covered in this ebook
to ensure that you are ready to build
the perfect program.

1. Payment Hubs
2. Data Usage
3. Virtual Payments
4. Integrated Payables
5. Cost Savings

Now that’s a winning combination.

Successful Game Plans Start
with Payment Hubs

A payment hub is a flexible, technology-driven platform that has the ability to integrate with multiple systems and channels to enable a team to build their own network and payment services. This network helps to
eliminate accounting and invoicing errors thereby reducing costs. Payment hubs provide business teams the
opportunity to create efficiencies and preparedness to play in any condition. Payment hubs are effective and
efficient for both the buyer and the supplier, setting both teams up for success.

So how does data usage come into play?
Payment hubs and data usage together can create a dream team. With dynamic features that easily
integrate, payment hubs allow financial technology companies to offer customizable payment solutions.
The data compiled from these outgoing and incoming invoices, bills, and payments can now be used in cash
flow forecasts and projections. The data from these dynamic, modern hubs can then be used in the decision
making process to ensure an efficient and effective game plan. The market demand is shifting, and the
dynamic team of payment hubs and data usage can finally deliver an efficient and strategic game plan.

Make Suppliers Your MVP
As the number of buyers adopting virtual payment platforms increases, the pressure on suppliers to accept
the new forms of payment also escalates. The same tool that provides the buyer rebate benefits and fewer
manual processes is, meanwhile, squeezing the supplier with high interchange fees and costs to accept
these payments. With the virtual payment industry going nowhere but up, suppliers will become the determining factor in just how big of a lead virtual payments will get.
Suppliers are players too, and they will not go out of their way to change their payment acceptance platform
if the pros don’t outweigh the cons. In order to encourage suppliers to accept virtual payments, they need to
be shown how it can benefit their own team as well. Some suppliers will not accept virtual payments regardless of the benefits, which is why an integrated platform is essential for any buyer because it allows the
supplier to accept their preferred payment type.

PROS
Getting Paid Faster
Higher Security
Guaranteed Payment
Recieving Settlement Data

Many financial technology companies are
noticing this trend and, in response, are creating value in favor of suppliers through supplier
enablement programs. BillTrust, a leader in
the virtual payment industry, has done just
that. They have several supplier focused
programs concentrated on the payment
preferences of the supplier and provide

CONS
Manual Process
Added Cost
Existing Payment Terms

Would you rather kick a
game winning field goal
from the 45 yd line
(50% success) or the
60yd line (10% success)?

strategic guidance for different payment
channels, essentially putting the ball in the
supplier’s court. By helping suppliers lower
transaction costs, minimize risk, and
providing options; buyers will achieve
greater supplier acceptance.

Supplier acceptance is
50% higher with an
enablement program!

Play Smarter Not Harder
with Virtual Payments

Over the past decade, virtual payments have continued to grow. The current influencers of today’s economy have brewed an environment for virtual payments to excel exponentially, specifically virtual card payments. In fact, it is forecasted by PYMNTS.com that the global virtual card market is predicted to reach

$740,000,000,000

			

“

The global virtual card
market is predicted to
reach approximately
$740 billion by 2025

“

$740 billion by 2025.

Why is the demand for virtual payments so high? Virtual payments enable businesses to automate many
of the manual, time consuming practices that in return reduce costs. This also eases stress placed on AP
departments and eliminates unnecessary errors that cause more time and resources to be spent implementing them. Simply put, virtual payments allow users to play smarter, not harder.

Costs decreasing
by as much as
70% after
digital payments

Due to the increase in supplier value, virtual payments are
the go-to solution to benefit both the buyer and supplier.
Buyers want the ability to use their preferred payment of
choice whereas suppliers often prefer ACH which minimizes
their cost of acceptance and days sales outstanding. Many
financial technology companies have already seen this trend
and have developed products accordingly. One of these
companies is Priority Commercial Payments. They have
successfully married the two goals of the buyer and
supplier within their CPX platform

Costs Before B2B
Processing

+ Digital Payments
to AP Process

Virtual payments will continue to grow in demand due
to their convenience and efficiency for both buyers and
suppliers in this new digital age.

The Future of Play Calling:
Integrated Payables

Lower Straight Through Processing rates, otherwise known as STP, have provoked a change in the
market. Integrated payables are becoming higher in market value, leading to improved efficiency and
quality of data provided. The increase in market value has led financial technology companies to provide
a more consolidated, efficient, and customizable form of payment known as integrated payables.

Integrated payables
allow companies
to deliver a flexible
payment solution
through a single
payment file.

Flexibility is key to ensure suppliers, in addition to the buyers, are happy with their payment options.
An inflexible payment platform stands no chance in the virtual payment field because every company’s
process varies. The great thing about integrated payables is that, since it integrates the many payment
types mentioned in the graphic below, non-virtual payment acceptors are not ignored and can remain
on their preferred payment.

Integrated payment platforms accept:

Virtal Card

Virtual Payments
and ACH +

Check

ACH

With integrated payables becoming more flexible and simple, businesses will continue to adopt them into their
payment operations and execute their game plan.

Adapt to Virtual Teamwork to WIN
and Save Money Along the Way

Lo

Virtual Teammates
The Covid-19 pandemic has fundamentally changed the lives of working people across the globe. Even with
all the right business practices in place, the pandemic has left many businesses struggling to stay afloat.
Many of these industry trends are influenced by the pandemic. So, how will they carry over into 2021 and
eventually the post-pandemic industry? How does a team get fit for the season?
The pandemic comes hand in hand with adapting to virtual workplaces. There are basic and fundamental
procedures that cannot be done from home, so how does a physically divided team continue to function
as one cohesive unit? The automation of manual tasks and processes will help to reduce or eliminate
frustrations the team will face in their transition to working virtually. Also, never underestimate the power
of team bonding. A team that supports one another will help each other succeed, which is a necessity for
businesses to continue running as close to normal as possible.

Saving Money
There are ways businesses can save costs and bring in additional revenue. Virtual payments
and payment hubs help eliminate manual processes and unnecessary costs while creating
revenue through recieving rebates. Depending on the payment platform being used, virtual
payments can provide a rebate that will boost quarterly revenue. In addition, data from the
payment hub can help identify problem areas or areas of opportunity for that business.

Virtual
Payments

payment
hubs

Data
Analytics

COST SAVINGS

2 Minute Warning

Run

Lo

THROW

SCORE

Virtual payments and payment hubs will continue to see a
spike in adoption due to the shift in the virtual workforce
caused by the pandemic. With all payment processes and
information readily available through an online platform, it
will be more manageable to work from home.

As the pandemic presses on, it becomes more and more
difficult to predict the future. We may not be able to predict
a 6 month forcast right now, but there is no doubt that the
payments industry is only growing as more businesses
look to technology to give them the extra push ahead
of their competitors.

Virtual Payments may seem intimiating, but the cost savings
and convenience are a huge benefit to suppliers and buyers.
No matter what side of the equation you are on, virtual payments are not going away so it would be wise to hop on the
train before your behind the trends.

Have any additional comments or questions?
Lost & Found Inc. consistently delivers bottom-line results to our clients. If you’re looking to
revolutionize your AP process while saving money, we can help.

800-280-8544

office@lostandfoundcorp.com
@Lost & Found Inc.
Lostandfoundcorp.com

